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How to get

rich
on any
wage
It’s much easier to become a millionaire if you make more than
$100,000, but what about if you’re earning the average wage – just
$54,100 a year when you take out tax?
The majority of us may believe it’s not possible to become rich on
such a small income, but it is – Money, with the help of four experts,
shows you how. Of course, whether you’re earning above, below or
smack bang on the average Aussie wage, when it comes to getting rich
it’s not what you earn that counts but rather what you save. As you
will discover it doesn’t have to be a lot – we start the journey to riches
with just $100 a week. If you save a little more, one of our advisers,
who focuses on property, shows you how you can turn a $400 a week
saving habit into an $11,000 monthly income stream.
If your budget doesn’t allow for any savings, take a look at some
of our online tips on how you can spend less than you earn (visit
www.finance.ninemsn.com.au/money-mag).
The key is to start investing, even if it’s only a little. It
will grow. Save a bit more and then invest a bit more. Keep
doing the same thing over and over again and before too
long the investments will be supporting themselves.
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when using a mix of low-cost index managed
funds (often referred to as a “core plus satellite” approach).
The first step to selecting a managed fund
portfolio is to get professional advice, preferably from a certified financial planner (CFP).
A financial planner should be able to explain
their investment philosophy and criteria used
to select a portfolio and monitor performance.
Issues such as cost, diversity, size, liquidity,
historical performance and experience are all
important factors to consider when selecting
a portfolio. If a financial planner can’t explain
this to you in terms you can understand, get
a second opinion.
Finally, if you’re going to use a portfolio of
managed funds you’re going to need to retain
your weekly savings in a high-interest savings account. Once you have saved up $1000
or so, you’ll have enough money to start buying managed funds on a quarterly basis. This
approach is often referred to as “dollar cost
averaging” and is a good method of reducing
market timing risk.

Scenario One

Starting
Out
You can save each week

$100

James Kenny says
reaching financial goals
requires elbow grease,
discipline, good decisionmaking and good advice

A

Option 2 Salary sacrifice into super

person earning an
average wage of $70,000 a
year (before tax) with $100 a
week to invest has a number
of good options available.
The first step is to pay off your debts. It’s
not sexy but paying off debt is often the best
option for anyone who has a non-tax-deductible debt. For instance, if you owe money on a
personal loan you’re probably paying around
15%pa interest. If you’re earning $70,000 a
year your personal marginal tax rate is 31.5%.
So you would need to achieve an investment
return (before tax) of around 22%pa just to
match the equivalent risk-free return achieved
by paying off your personal loan. Putting this
into perspective, 22%pa is significantly higher
than the long-term average return you could
expect from shares or property.

Option 1 Savings plan – managed fund
For those who are already debt-free, one of
the most common strategies is to invest your
savings in a portfolio of shares. A diversified

portfolio of shares should provide an average
long-term return of around 11%pa (based on
25 years of historical performance), one which
is generally expected to outperform cash and
property investments over time.
At the time of writing (February) I have
been advising my clients to avoid equities,
given the current risks in global markets.
However, for purely academic purposes, we
will assume that the start date for this strategy occurs at a much less risky point in time
(hopefully not too far into the future).
Most investors lack the knowledge and time
required to manage a direct share portfolio,
therefore a portfolio of managed funds will
provide a good vehicle to access shares.
The cost and relative performance of retail
actively managed funds has come under great
scrutiny since the GFC and new instruments
such as exchange traded funds (ETFs) seem
to be slowly gaining market share.
However, the ETF market is still very limited, especially for domestic exposure, and
there are still very big advantages to be gained

If you’re fortunate enough to work for an
employer who allows you to make salary
sacrifice contributions to superannuation,
the same dollar cost averaging strategy can be
employed with some additional tax benefits.
Concessional (pre-tax) super contributions attract a flat tax rate of 15% (compared
with a 31.5% tax rate for individuals earning
$70,000pa). This provides an immediate tax
saving of 16.5% on contributions, and earnings
within super are also concessionally taxed.
The downside to investing within super
is that there are preservation rules that will
restrict you from accessing your money until
you can satisfy a condition of release (usually
retirement). This is one reason some young
people consider superannuation an unattractive option.
You also need to be aware that concessional
contribution limits apply (currently $25,000
for people under 50), otherwise penalty tax
rates will apply to excess contributions (effectively increasing the tax to 46.5%).
Unfortunately, if you’re earning $70,000pa

james kenny’s budget tip
“Like many things in life, a workable budget needs to be realistic, balanced and maintainable. Financial
goals are important. However, life is the sum of our experiences, so remember to leave room in your budget
for the things that make you happy.”
James Kenny is a senior financial planner with fee-for-service Tupicoffs (www.tupicoffs.com.au)
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you won’t be able to take advantage of the government’s co-contribution scheme.
However, for those earning less than $61,920pa,
the co-contribution scheme is an easy free kick
from the government which is worth a look.

Option 3 First home saver accounts
First home saver accounts are available to
anyone aged 18 to 65 who has not previously
purchased or built a first home in Australia
to live in. The main benefits of establishing
a first home saver account are:
• Interest earned on you money is taxed at
only 15%.
• Each year the government will make a 17%
contribution on the first $5500 you deposit.
This means that if you deposit $5200 a year,
you will receive $884 from the government.
The downside is that you can access your
money only after you’ve contributed more
than $1000 a year across four financial years.
The balance can only be used to buy a first
home or can be transferred to a mortgage if
you have managed to buy a home before the
four years are up.
If you change your mind and decide against
buying a home, the money will be transferred
to your super and you won’t be able to access
it until you have retired or can meet another
condition of release.

How the three options stack up
After 10 years of saving your first home saver account balance should be worth around
$76,500 (assuming 5%pa interest and tax at 15%).
Your managed funds should be worth around
$85,500 (assuming 5%pa income reinvested
annually, 6%pa growth and capital gains tax
paid at the end).
There are other strategies such as instalment gearing, which can potentially help to
boost the returns (and losses) of a managed
fund portfolio. However, given the current
state of the global economy, I believe it would
be difficult to achieve a return sufficient to
compensate you for the risk. So keep this in
mind if you’re considering borrowing to invest.
And last but not least, your super should
have accumulated to around $78,600; plus you
would have saved around $8500 in income
tax through salary sacrificing.

Option 4 Invest in yourself
Here’s a different option for you to consider.
Your single most valuable asset is your abil-
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ity to earn an income. So, if you don’t have
income protection insurance, the next thing
you should do (after finishing this article) is
to arrange cover.
With $100 a week spare, you have more than
$5000 a year available. Therefore, instead of
saving your $100 for a rainy day, perhaps your
money would be better spent doing something
that will increase your earning potential.
Improving your qualifications could dramatically increase your ability to create wealth
over the long term.
This will involve making some short-term
sacrifices, but the long-term benefits can be
substantial.
Let’s consider, for example, that you complete a degree, gain a trade qualification or
complete an industry-recognised training
course and you eventually manage to increase
your earning potential by 40% – that is, from
$70,000 to $98,000 a year).
This would boost your surplus income (in
today’s dollars) from $100 a week to $445 a
week. It would take you around three years
to save the same amount that would have
taken you 10 years on the lower savings rate.
Now imagine the difference this could make
to your life over the next 30 years.
Unfortunately, there’s no magic trick to
making money.
“Get rich quick” schemes can often sound
exciting; however, usually the only person
who’s getting rich is the person promoting
the scheme.
Making your fortune requires elbow grease,
discipline, good decision-making and good
advice. Or you can marry someone rich –
that’ll work too!

save $100pw: 10 years on
total saved
Funds
5%pa inc (reinvest)
6%pa growth
CGT
Super
11%pa
15% tax
FHSA
5%pa interest
17% govt contrib
15% tax

$85,500
$78,600

(+$8500 tax
saved)

$76,500

I
case study
Tim and Rae
Made $120,000 profit on first home

W

hen Tim and Rae met 10 years ago,
they had a joint debt of $10,000,
a joint income of $100,000 and a plan to
buy a house in Sydney. “We knew we could
never afford to buy a house outright,” says
Rae, “so we first decided to buy a flat that
we could use as a deposit on a house.”
They drew up a budget and cut all
unnecessary spending. They bought
second-hand home appliances and furniture or got them free from friends.
“Our fridge was an esky for the first
month we lived together, until we bought a
friend’s old fridge for $90,” says Tim.
After four years, they had a deposit
of $35,000. Because the flat was to be
a short-term proposition, Tim and Rae
approached the purchase as investors.
They had a list of 10 “wants”, including a
balcony, car space and potential growth.
After six months of looking, with help from
their parents and the first home owner
grant, they bought a flat in inner-city Newtown for $265,000.
They did some minor renovations, which
included replacing the carpet with wooden
floors and repainting all the rooms, and
sold the property last year for a profit of
$120,000 five years later. They have since
bought a two-bedroom house in the same
suburb with a 25% deposit. Future plans
include renovating the house and putting
in a second storey. EFFIE ZAHOS

f you haven’t had the good
fortune to be born wealthy or receive
an inheritance, your power to become
rich lies in how you grow and what
you do with your income.
Investing in yourself, for example through
further education or training, can help you
grow your income. But what you do with that
income is what we’ll focus on here.
If all your income goes on living expenses,
you are not likely to see your wealth grow.
Directing some of your income towards regular
long-term saving or investing is fundamental
to wealth accumulation.
Regular saving – in this case, putting $200 a
week towards growing an asset – is a simplesounding strategy, but it works. Exactly how
much wealth you build will depend on how
you direct this money.
There are lots of savings and investment
options and a combination of them may be
the best one for you. We outline some of these
options here.

1. $200 a week into a bank account
Go for a high-interest account and consider
putting it in the name of the lowest-tax-paying
adult in your family to reduce the tax you pay
on the earnings. If you are trying to build a
deposit to buy a home, this simple strategy
may be all you need. You could have over
$55,000 built up within five years.
You could boost this home deposit savings
strategy by saving $105 of your $200 a week
into a first home saver account. The federal
government will give you up to $935pa and
the interest on these accounts is taxed at
15%. There are restrictions on these accounts
though, so you’ll need to check those first.

2. Boost your home loan payments
Increasing your home loan repayments is a safe
and successful strategy to grow your wealth
faster. If the lowest marginal tax rate in your
family is 30% and your home loan interest
rate is 7%pa, it is as good as earning 10% in a
savings account. On a mortgage of $350,000
with 7%pa interest, these additional weekly

Scenario two

Moving
on
You can save each week

$200

Joanna McCreery says
directing some income
to regular long-term
saving or investing is
fundamental
repayments could save you over $170,000 in
mortgage interest and cut 11 years off the term
of a 25-year loan.

3. Salary sacrifice into super
You can contribute more than $200 a week
with this strategy as it comes out of your
before-tax salary. For example, if you are on
the 30% marginal tax rate, you can salary
sacrifice $292 a week.
If you are on the 37% tax rate, you may be
able to salary sacrifice $325 a week but, if you
salary sacrifice more than this, be careful not
to go over the annual concessional contribution limit (currently $25,000 if you are under
50 and $50,000 if you are over 50).
This ability to contribute more than $200 a
week and the fact that the maximum tax rate
on investment earnings in super is also only
15%, make it a hard strategy to beat. Salary
sacrifice is really worth considering if you are
over 50 as you will be able to access some of
your super within 10 years.
For example, if you are now 50 and on the
37% tax rate and you maintain this salary

sacrifice strategy for 15 years, earning 7%pa,
you could have $350,000 more in your super if
you retire at 65 than you would have without
the salary sacrifice strategy. This $350,000
more in retirement could give you an additional $20,000 yearly income (increasing at
3%pa) into your 90s. That’s enough to make
you feel a lot richer in retirement.

4. Invest in a managed fund
This is a potentially higher-returning strategy than an online bank account as you could
introduce growth assets such as shares into
your investment portfolio. Some fund managers will allow you to start this type of strategy
with just $1000 if you also begin a regular
savings plan.
By investing some of the portfolio in Australian shares, you also pay less tax on the
income due to franking credits. For someone
on the 30% tax rate who has a portfolio that
holds only funds that invest in large Australian
companies, the tax rate on the income would
be close to zero.
You’ll need to be patient and able to toler-

joanna mccreery’s budget tip
“If you have a goal for how you would like to use your $200 a week savings in the future, that will make
it easier to persist with it. Making the savings plan automated, like a regular deduction from your bank
account, will help it actually happen.”
Joanne McCreery, a CPA and a director of Majella Wealth Advisers, has 20 years experience in the finance industry
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ate falls (sometimes really big ones) in the
value of your savings if you invest into the
sharemarket.
But if, over 15 years, you earn an average
7%pa and you reinvest your earnings, you
could have a balance of close to $240,000.

5. Instalment gearing
Instalment gearing involves depositing $200
a week in a managed fund investment portfolio and also borrowing an amount from a
margin loan each week so that you end up
investing more than $200.
Over time your savings and your loan grow
and, if your after-tax investment returns are
higher than your after-tax interest payments
on the loan, your net investment return will
be greater than the strategy without gearing.
At times when returns are lower, your
investment balance will be lower than without gearing.
As is the case with any geared investment
strategy, instalment gearing is for more risktolerant investors. You also need to have cash
on hand in case of margin calls (which are
demands from the margin lender for you to
pay down some of your loan when the sharemarket falls).
After 15 years of disciplined saving and
reinvesting your earnings, if investment
returns are 7%pa or more and your margin
loan interest rate is 8%pa, this investment

strategy could reward you with an investment balance of $280,000.

Total saved
10yrs on

15yrs on

20yrs on

$119,588
$137,302

$192,797
$238,688

$276,713
$370,946

7%pa

$188,011
$196,770

$325,150
$349,106

$502,526
$554,509

Instalment
7%pa1
gearing

$154,951

$282,715

$460,418

home
equity
loan

$187,634

$337,237

$543,170

Super

5%pa
7%pa
6%pa

7%pa1

General assumptions: 37% marginal tax rate; avge 12% tax on super earnings; tax deducted annually; reinvestment of all income and any
tax benefits; CGT ignored. 1High risk: Australian share portfolio, buy and hold strategy.
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Thinking
big

6. Borrow against your home to invest
If you have the available equity in your home,
you could borrow up to $150,000 to invest
directly into shares, managed funds or property. At 7%pa, the interest payments would
be $202 a week and tax deductible.
Income and tax refunds could be directed to
your home loan or reinvested in the investment portfolio.
If you earn 7%pa on your investment, your
loan interest payments are at 7%pa and you
reinvest income (as you can with shares and
managed funds), after 15 years you could have
an investment balance of close to $340,000.
The table shows some of the outcomes
you can achieve if you maintain the strategies over time.
It shows that by maintaining the discipline of
directing $200 a week of your income to asset
accumulation, you should be $120,000-plus
richer in 10 years, at least $190,000 richer in
15 years and potentially $300,000 to $500,000
richer in 20 years.
It is really worth talking to a financial adviser
to find the right strategy for you. These strategies vary considerably in terms of risk and
will not be appropriate for everyone. In many
cases, a combination of these strategies will
be the wisest way to grow richer.

invest $200 A WEEK: four options

Bank or
dividend
portfolio

SCenario three, option 1

You can save each week

$300-$400
case study
Kasia Malec
At 29, Kasia has three properties

W

hen the federal government
was offering first home buyers a
$21,000 boost to buy a home, Kasia Malec
jumped at the chance. The grant was all
she needed to cover deposit and associated fees for a four-bedroom home in
Sunbury, Victoria. She renovated and lived
in it before renting out the property. It was
her first renovation, which the 29-year-old
describes as a “learning curve”.
Three years later Kasia, who earns
$70,000 a year, has added three more
properties to her portfolio, although she
recently sold one, which she describes as
a “dud”. She saved a 10% deposit for each
of the last two properties. It helps that her
rent is low – she shares with her partner.
The three remaining properties run at a
loss of about $1000 a month, which Kasia
says she has no problem covering.
Kasia says she likes investing in property because she sees it as tangible. She
also enjoys renovating even though it was
like having two jobs. “I’d rather work on a
house than go to the movies,” she says.
Kasia says hard work, willpower and
having clear goals have got her this far.
“You don’t need to be a millionaire or have
parents that do it all for you,” she says.
So what next for Kasia? “I’m aiming to
buy a new property every two years,” she
says. Maria Bekiaris

Margaret Lomas
believes property
investment can help
you reach substantial
financial goals

W

hile I never like
to suggest people can get
“rich” buying property,
or that they can make
millions, I do believe that
most investors, with a little hard work and
sacrifice, can achieve substantial financial
goals. It requires a little planning, knowledge
and a whole dose of commitment.
Any kind of investing is a personal thing
and all people have different goals, dreams,
incomes and expenses. I’m going to call our
investor Ned so we can get to know him a
little better. I have assumed Ned is a very
enthusiastic single person, great at saving.
He’ll need to be because, in order to get started in property without boosting his risk to
impossible levels, he’s going to need to save
$25,000. On his present income, and with a
little sacrifice, he should be able to do this in
around 12 to 18 months.
At that time we will start him off with a
property in Morwell, Victoria, purchased

for $180,000 and financed with a 90% loan.
Though he will pay lenders mortgage insurance, we have still left 10% unencumbered and
have chosen property with a strong yield of
6.9% and a pretty good prognosis for growth
at around 6%pa.
From this point, the strategy progresses to
Ned buying 10 more properties in the following five years, limiting his exposure to just
80% across all his securities. This necessary
margin builds a buffer to manage unexpected
events which may impact on his properties’
ability to grow in any one year.
After five years we will ask Ned to sit on the
portfolio for another 10 years. While there is
capacity to buy more property in subsequent
years, and indeed Ned may decide to, we prefer
to start out with a low-risk, more conservative approach which will allow Ned to work
at reducing the size of the debt along the way.
This is because, even though we are projecting a modest rate of capital growth, such
unstable economic times cannot guarantee

this. Therefore we would like to see Ned
repaying debt to achieve growing equity even
during any periods of low property growth.
We will be keeping Ned’s purchases in the
lower price range and in areas slated for high
growth such as Toowoomba, heavily influenced
by the Surat Basin mining boom; Bathurst,
exposed to health and education factors; Warrnambool, for its ability to be influenced by
the wave out from Melbourne; and western
Sydney, where demand is ramping up.
He’ll more than likely access the northern
suburbs of Adelaide too, where he can take
advantage of infill development plans where
subdivision is highly favoured by councils.
Ned’s strategy involves buying in areas where we have identified a population
growing faster than the national average, an
increasing median household income, a
diversified industry base to add security, and
strong infrastructure plans to support the
growing community.
We also look for additional drivers such
as a particular project to boost employment
opportunities, a downward trending vacancy
rate (to protect rental income) and a diversified
spread across all age demographics to provide
stability and tenure to the local population.
The price range for the first property is
around the $180,000 mark and we have used
this price benchmark (inflated each year to
account for growth in vales) for each purchase.
Our projections take into account Ned’s borrowing capacity, his actual income and also a
consideration of his daily expenses to ensure
that he can actually afford the strategy we
suggest without financial stress.
Our reliance on debt repayment means that
as Ned progresses, his loan to valuation ratio
will fall and his portfolio will gain strength
as he begins to own more than he owes. That
being the case, this is how we believe the plan
will progress:
• Eleven properties will be purchased in total,
all in the first five years.
• The debt on the first property will be paid
off in three years.
• By the end of year 15, the position for this

margaret lomas’S budget tip
“Budget to save before any other expense. Regardless of what your income is, pretend always it’s
10% less and draw up a budget around that lower income. Then either save the difference, or pay it into
your mortgage.”
Margaret Lomas, founder of Destiny Financial Solutions, wrote best-seller 20 Must Ask Questions for Every Property Investor
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investor will be, based on a 6%pa growth rate,
a net worth of $2,620,000 (assets less liabilities at that time) and a potential net passive
income from those assets of $10,917 a month.
To finance this strategy we recommend
either one line of credit with split accounts
for each property (which will reduce the costs
of additional mortgages) or a flexible interestonly loan with an offset account, which also
allows for principal reduction. This is because
debt reduction is a major feature in our strategy and is crucial in this climate.
I’d like to see Ned become a little more
educated before he starts, so he can not only
choose the property to suit his personal risk
profile, but avoid the sharks and make his
own decisions about where, and what to buy.

property SAVING $400pw
YEARS 1-5
11 properties bought at about $180,000
each (today’s prices)
YEARS 6-15
Consolidation and paying down debt
After 15yrs
Total value
(6%pa growth)
Total debt
Net worth
Rental income
(5%pa)

$3,525,000
$905,000

$2,620,000
$10,917pm

case study
Andrew & Kate Kerridge						
Three investment properties worth $1.2 million

A

ndrew (38) and Kate Kerridge (31) first got their feet on the property ladder in 2001.
Eleven years later the couple have three investment properties in the Brisbane area
worth about $1.2 million, on which they owe $290,000. Better still, the three properties collectively bring in $16,000 a year after all expenses are paid.
“We lived in our properties first and then, as the loans were paid down to the point that
the income would start to produce a surplus, we moved out and into the next one,” explains
Andrew. The couple earn $130,000 combined but that extra $16,000 helps with the cash
flow, especially with three small children – Macy 3½, Caleb 2 and Samuel, five months.
A good budget has contributed to the pair’s success. “We are not super strict with the
budget down to the last dollar, but strict enough to make sure we are saving every month
and also have put money away for holidays and gifts and donations to charity,” says Andrew.
Taking advice from wiser people has also helped them reach their goals. “My father
used to say regularly, ‘You have two choices: one, sacrifice the future for the present; or
two, sacrifice the present for the future’,” Andrew says. “I have never forgotten those little
pearls of wisdom.” MB
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f you have $400 a week and
a 30% marginal tax rate, you have
some exciting opportunities available. Here is a three-tiered strategy.
Step 1 You could consider starting
with building an investment property that
meets the National Rent Affordability Scheme
guidelines (NRAS) so as to attract $9524 a year
every year for 10 years from the government.
The NRAS is designed to encourage largescale investment in affordable housing and
offers tax and cash incentives to providers of
new dwellings. The condition is that they are
rented to low and moderate income households at 20% below market rates.
A $300,000 NRAS property in Perth can
cost as little as $36 a week after tax, loan payments, property expenses and rent collected.
You need to use an approved NRAS developer
to build a new home and offer it to a lowincome earner at 20% less than market rental
rate. You will qualify to receive $9524 from
the government each year for up to 10 years.
So to start this strategy, you will need available equity in your home of at least $60,000
and income protection already in place to
cover your income if you are ill or injured.
We have assumed you will borrow 100% of
the purchase price and costs, paying interest
only on your loan facility.
There are properties available in a wide
range of suburbs and with a range of prices
(see www.ato.gov.au and search for NRAS).
This could be a great start that doesn’t require
a significant weekly outlay.
Step 2 You could then combine this with
salary sacrificed superannuation contributions
of $192 a week, which would take another $134
of your weekly investment budget – reduced
from $192 due to the tax savings you receive
(ignoring Medicare).
Assuming you are an investor with a time
frame greater than 10 years and an appropriate risk-assessed profile, you could consider
investing 80% in Australian and international
market-linked assets and 20% in defensive
assets (cash, bonds etc). This portfolio should
target 9%pa return.
All you need is an employer willing to allow
you to salary sacrifice and it’s even better if
they send your contributions to the super
fund monthly, rather than quarterly. That
way your money is invested faster.
Step 3 This leaves you with $230 a week
to contribute to a diversified portfolio of

SCenario three, option 2

Thinking
big

You can save each week

$300-$400

Pippa Elliott says a
successful investment
strategy needs to be
diversified, flexible, taxeffective and disciplined
Australian and international market-linked
assets outside superannuation with a profile
of 60% in Australian and international assets
and 40% in cash and bond assets.
This allocation will give you a smoother
investment experience than the superannuation portfolio and, importantly, will give you
access to cash-based funds if an emergency
arises. An investment portfolio of this allocation should target 8%pa returns.
You could replace this third step of the
strategy with the purchase of direct stocks,
but this amplifies your risk considerably, as
you cannot buy very many shares for $230
a week and your costs would be very high.
A prudent way to engage the markets is to
do so in a diversified way, through low-cost,
low tax-impact managed funds. Another angle
to consider with step 3 is a 50% geared margin loan against your weekly contributions of
$230. So a total of $460 is invested each week
– $230 cash and $230 borrowings.
To fund the interest on this new loan (which

grows every week) you could draw from the
dividends of your portfolio. This is a higherrisk strategy when combined with your 100%
geared property and super contributions. It
would require careful monitoring.
You would also reconsider your asset allocation to a higher-growth strategy as it would
not be advisable to borrow funds to invest in
a balanced portfolio – you need to be targeting higher growth to outperform the cost of
your loan interest.
This three-tiered strategy (without gearing on the investment portfolio) achieves
tax reductions of over $7500 a year, diversifies across property, shares and cash-based
assets, and gives you the option to dial your
strategy down if your circumstances change
(by reducing salary sacrifice or monthly managed fund contribution).
The discipline of making monthly contributions to super and an investment portfolio is a key driver of managing risk in this
strategy. If you stop and start your strategy,

you may miss the opportunities the markets
bring. Dollar cost averaging – buying assets
on a regular basis at different prices – helps
investors to smooth out costs and to rebalance their portfolios during times of volatility.
This approach is not the highest-risk strategy – you could certainly step up the property purchase price or invest a larger amount
of your super assets or managed funds in
higher-risk asset allocations – but I think
you’ll be surprised to know this more balanced approach could position you to build
$585,000 of net wealth over 10 years or up to
$1 million over 15 years.
If you decide to take the higher-risk strategy of gearing your investment portfolio
and taking it up to a 100% growth allocation,
these projections are improved to $641,000
over 10 years and $1.25 million over 15 years.
We’ve included your employer’s 9% super
contributions.
Always remember risk and return are related. The more risk, the more ups and downs
you are likely to have and the target wealth
position may actually take longer to achieve.
Don’t be greedy – be disciplined.

invest $400pw: 10 yrs on
total saved
Capital
growth (5%pa)
$36pw, NRAS1
7%pa int,
17% govt contrib

$176,000

$134pw to
Super
9%pa
15% tax2

$235,000

$230pw to
SHARES/
Funds
8%pa3
total

$173,000

(+$8500 tax
saved)

$584,000

Assumptions: 1Interest-only loan covering purchase plus costs;
2
80%growth:20% defensive; 360%growth:40% defensive

pippa elliott’s budget tip
“Remove credit cards – they will hamper your efforts. Itemise annual expenses as ‘discretionary’ (food,
dining out) and ‘non-discretionary’ (rent, insurances, savings). Put aside an amount every pay to cover your
‘non-discretionary’, which leaves you with an amount to withdraw as cash for ‘discretionary’. Don’t spend
money you don’t have.” Pippa Elliott, CFP, is managing director of Momentum Planning
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